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1) Develop a process flow sheet for the liquefaction of propane. The process starts with propane vapor at ambient

conditions (298 K and 1 bar), which is compressed to 15 bar, cooled back down to 298 K, expanded through an adiabatic

valve to 1 bar, and then the resulting gaseous and liquid streams are separated. Use Peng-Robinson equation of state as

the thermodynamic model and consider no recycle of the gaseous stream.

Tutorial 1

Use Aspen Plus V8.8 to solve all the problems.

2) Repeat Problem 1 with Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state. Compare the compressor work required and the

amount of liquefied propane produced with the values obtained using the Peng-Robinson equation.

3) Repeat Problem 1 with the Peng-Robinson equation of state using an increased compressor outlet pressure of 20

bar. Compare the compressor work required and the amount of liquefied propane produced with the operation at 15

bar.



4) All the previous examples were once-through calculation. Practically, it would not be acceptable to release the

propane vapor leaving the separator to the atmosphere as propane is explosive as well as valuable resource. A simple

way to deal with this is to recycle the propane vapor back into the process by mixing it with the feed and returning it

to the compressor. This would increase the flows of all the process streams, since they would now be the sum of the

feed flow and the recycle flow, increase the work needed in the compressor, and affect the heat to be removed in the

heat exchanger, but would have the advantage that only liquid propane would be produced in the process. Repeat

Problem 1 with recycle calculation using the Peng-Robinson equation of state. Compare the compressor work

required and the amount of liquefied propane produced against the once-through operation.



Search for the component “n-propane”.

By default in “Properties”.

Adding Components.



Type “Propane”.

“Find Now”





“Propane” added.

“Next”



Selection of “Property model”



Base method: Peng-Robinson EoS







In “Simulation” mode.

Model Palette for selection of 
Process equipment's/pumps/compressors/valves etc.



Go to “Pressure Changers”

Compr.



4 options are available. Select one. 



One compressor selected.



Go to Exchangers.
Four options are available. Select “Heater” (the simplest one).



One heater selected.



Go to Pressure Changers and select Valve.



5 options are available. Select one. 



One Valve selected.



Go to Separators and select Flash2.



6 options are available. Select V-DRUM1. 



One separator selected.



Click on Material. Each “red arrow” indicates a required input/output stream 
for each piece of equipment, while a blue arrow is an optional stream.



Provide input/output in each equipment and connect all the streams.
This is done by clicking and holding on an arrow, moving the cursor to the desired location, and releasing it.



To make a nice flow sheet, click on a stream and then on “Align Blocks”.



Now all the streams are straight.



Rename the blocks and 
Streams as per your convenience
and to recognize in the output.

The flow sheet is complete.



Home -> Next



Input for “COMPIN” stream.



Fill the “COMPIN” stream information.



Fill the “COMP” conditions.



Fill the “FLASHDRM” conditions.



Fill the “HEX” conditions.

Required Input Incomplete.



Fill the “VALVE” conditions.

Required Input Complete.





“Control Panel” shows the progress of the simulation.

The simulation completed without any error.



To check the results: 
Results Summary -> Streams (Custom)



All streams.

Mole flow of Propane.

Temp., Pressure, 
Vapor fraction ,
Liquid fraction.



In Results, Propane flow is only 
in terms of Kmol/hr.

To see flow in terms of mass 
and mole fraction:

Setup -> Report Options



Click on “Stream”.



Currently, the highlighted 
boxes are not selected.



Select the boxes.



Whenever some changes are 
done, always reset the 

simulation. 





Results are available in:
Kmol/hr, Kg/hr and in terms of mole 

fraction.



All information are available
for all streams.



To see heater duty/Compressor duty:

Results Summary -> Models









All streams 
information can be 

selected and copied to 
excel.

Select all -> copy all



Paste the information 
in Excel



Property methods

Peng-Robinson Soave-Redlich- Kwong (SRK)

Liquid flow, Kg/hr 36.5 36.3

Vapor flow, Kg/hr 23.5 23.7

Compressor work required, kW 2.8 2.8

Compressor outlet pressure, bar 15 15

Property methods

Peng-Robinson Peng-Robinson

Liquid flow, Kg/hr 36.5 36.5

Vapor flow, Kg/hr 23.5 23.5

Compressor work required, kW 2.8 3.1

Compressor outlet pressure, bar 15 20

Results



Recycle Vapor Stream



12 options are 
available under Mixer. 

Select option: 1st

column and 4th row.



One mixer selected.



Right click on VAPOR 
stream and go to 

Reconnect -> 
Reconnect Destination.



Connect VAPOR 
stream to MIXER as 

input.



Similarly connect 
COMPIN to MIXER as 

input.



Connect MIXER output 
to COMP as input and 
rename the stream.

Flow sheet is now 
complete. Reset and 
Run the simulation.



Recycle flow = 38.62 Kg/hr.
Liquid Propane = 60.0 Kg/hr.
Recycle Temp = -42.5 Deg C.

Inlet stream to comp. = -0.45 Deg C.



Compressor Net work = 4.199 kW.



Without Recycle Recycle

Liquid Propane, Kg/hr 36.5 60

Compressor work required, kW 2.8 4.2

Energy cost, W per Kg liquid Propane per hr 76.7 70.0

Results

Conclusion: Recycle process is more efficient in terms of the energy required per kg of liquid propane produced apart from
Stopping the venting the vapor propane.



THE END


